**Ab initio** Simulation of Helium-Ion Microscopy Images: The Case of Suspended Graphene
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Helium ion microscopy (HIM), which was released in 2006 by Ward *et al.*, provides nondestructive imaging of nanoscale objects with higher contrast than scanning electron microscopy. HIM measurement of suspended graphene under typical conditions is simulated by first-principles time-dependent density functional theory and the 30 keV He⁺ collision is found to induce the emission of electrons dependent on the impact point. This finding suggests the possibility of obtaining a highly accurate image of the honeycomb pattern of suspended graphene by HIM. Comparison with a simulation of He⁰ under the same kinetic energy shows that electron emission is governed by the impact ionization instead of Auger process initiated by neutralization of He⁺.
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The development of nondestructive imaging techniques that provides the maximum amount of information about the structural and dynamical properties of raw nanostructures is of fundamental importance to nanoscience. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a useful nondestructive imaging method performed on a portable apparatus, but the spatial resolution of SEM is not comparable with that of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), that needs destructive pretreatment of samples. Compared with SEM, helium ion (He⁺) microscopy (HIM) [1] produces higher contrast images. The improvement in contrast is achieved by the atomic level ion source, which can generate an ion beam with a diameter three times the ionic diameter of helium by discharge at a sharpened tungsten tip [1]. An even narrower He⁺ beam with a diameter of a single ion has also been reported [2]. The HIM measurements of nanostructures are nondestructive unless the flux of the He⁺ beam is high, for example, as in etching [3]. The technique is nondestructive because of the small ion-ion collision cross section at a He⁺ kinetic energy of around 30 keV, which is the normal operating energy for HIM. Imaging the thinnest known material, graphene, is a particular challenge. Graphene was first isolated in 2004 by the mechanical peeling of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite [4]. It has previously been demonstrated that HIM images of suspended few-layer graphene can be obtained [3]; therefore, we have examined the feasibility of taking HIM images of monolayer graphene.

Usually, HIM images are recorded by detecting secondary emitted electrons, the intensity of which depends on the position of the beam. The emitted electron yield is often higher for HIM than for SEM [1], and the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons is of the order of several electron volts [5]. The higher contrast of HIM compared with SEM [1] has been theoretically analyzed by simulating a 30 keV He⁺ ion, which showed a narrower lateral spread compared with heavier ions or electron beams [6,7], and by statistical treatment of the subsequent electron emission [8]. Although these analyses are valuable, a theoretical study of the microscopic mechanisms of secondary electron emission in HIM has not yet been published [9]. This Letter aims to tackle this issue by using a state-of-the-art first-principles modeling technique in the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) framework [11]. This approach can directly monitor electron-ion dynamics on both projectile He⁺ and the target graphene sheet upon collision without adjustable parameters. Cross sections of interaction between helium 1s orbital and graphene valence orbitals, as well as ion-ion, and ion-electron interactions are automatically taken into account with different impact points. To our knowledge, this approach has never been applied to interpret HIM image.

In this Letter, we show that HIM can produce images of a suspended graphene sheet. The simulations suggest that impact ionization is likely to be the main factor that governs the secondary electron emission from the graphene sheet. We have performed an extensive first-principles simulation based on TDDFT for the electron-ion dynamics of He⁺ ion collision with a suspended graphene sheet. The simulations were carried out using a supercell with a vacuum thickness of 30 Å [12]. Within this simulation domain, the onset of the electron emission was observed by monitoring the increase of the electron density in the vacuum region from 3 to 9 Å above and below the graphene sheet. The change in the intensity of the emitted electron...
pattern depended on the He\(^+\) impact point, such that the honeycomb pattern of graphene could be resolved by HIM. The advantage of the HIM analysis of graphene over HRTEM is that it does not require sample preparation before measurement.

For the TDDFT-molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, it was necessary to prepare the initial electron wave function conditions for the system with He\(^+\) above the graphene sheet. However, the solution of the static Kohn-Sham equation \([13]\) gave the electronic ground state of this system as having a neutral He (He\(^0\)), because the level of 1s orbital of He\(^+\) was located below the lowest valence band of the graphene. This unnatural initial condition was avoided by individually computing the electronic structure of He\(^+\) and graphene and merging them according to the following procedure. The series of wave functions for He\(^+\), \(\{\psi_1^{He^+}(r, t), \ldots, \psi_n^{He^+}(r, t)\}\), and its valence charge density, \(\rho_{He^+}(r, t)\), and the series of the wave functions for the graphene sheet, \(\{\psi_1^{gr}(r, t), \ldots, \psi_n^{gr}(r, t)\}\), and its valence charge, \(\rho_{gr}(r, t)\), were individually computed in the common unit cell. Both He\(^+\) and graphene were located in the same cell with the Hamiltonians made of the sum of the valence charge densities, \(\rho_{He^+}(r, t) + \rho_{gr}(r, t)\). The distance between the He\(^+\) and the graphene sheet was kept as 15 \(\AA\), so the overlap of the wave functions of these objects was negligibly small. Thus, the direct product of the series of valence wave functions, \(\{\psi_1^{He^+}(r, t), \ldots, \psi_n^{He^+}(r, t), \psi_1^{gr}(r, t), \ldots, \psi_n^{gr}(r, t)\}\), was dealt with as an orthonormal set of valence wave functions of the mixed system, with fixed occupation numbers assigned for individual systems. The excite state dynamics within TDDFT only requires the occupied valence wave function. This computational method has previously been used to simulate an Ar\(^{7+}\) ion colliding with a graphene sheet \([14]\).

A gradual acceleration technique was used to obtain a velocity of 30 keV for He\(^+\), and to avoid artificial electron excitation inside the He\(^+\) before the collision \([14]\).

The electron-ion dynamics during the He\(^+\) collision with the graphene was described by coupling TDDFT for the electron time evolution with classical MD for the ions ( Ehrenfest dynamics \([15]\) \([16]\), as implemented in the first-principles simulation tool for electron-ion dynamics \([17]\). The Suzuki-Trotter split operator technique \([18]\) was used for the real-time propagation of the Kohn-Sham wave functions. Periodic boundary conditions were used; therefore a super-cell consisting of a 5 \(\times\) 5 graphene unit cell and a vacuum region of 30 \(\AA\) was used to prevent a sudden charge transfer from the graphene sheet to the He\(^+\) before the TDDFT-MD simulation. The electron-ion interaction was described by norm-conserving pseudopotentials \([19]\). The local density approximation \([20]\) was employed to describe the exchange-correlation functional form, which was obtained by fitting to the uniform gas calculation \([21]\). Further details of the computational method are described in Ref. \([22]\). The low dose of He\(^+\) ion was assumed in this Letter, so series of He\(^+\) impact after electron emission was not considered.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the impact points (labeled as \(A-F\)) and snapshots of the height distribution of electrons at \(t = 2.9\) fs, when the He\(^+\) is 14 \(\AA\) away from the sheet. The charge distribution was taken as the planar average. At this time, no significant kinetic energy was transferred to the C atoms of the graphene sheet, because of the very small cross section of the ion-ion interaction for the high incident kinetic energy of He\(^+\) (30 keV). The lower kinetic energy of the He\(^+\) ion should increase the cross section; it should increase significantly when the kinetic energy is below 1 keV \([24]\).

Figure 1(b) also shows that the emitted electron distribution increased from impact points \(A\) to \(F\). The depicted contour lines for secondary emitted electrons in Fig. 1 were estimated by interpolating the charge distribution at a height of 8 \(\AA\) for all the impact points [Fig. 1(c)]. The height is chosen to avoid spurious effects from the periodic boundary conditions used in the present Letter. The charge distribution in the negative region also shows a similar trend in dependence on impact points \(A-F\), but the distribution in this region is influenced by the presence of the He ion. In practice, the intensity of the secondary emitted electron should be measured when the He ion is far from the graphene sheet. At the brightest impact points, the integrated value of the electrons emitted from a height of 3 to 9 \(\AA\) was 0.29 electrons \([25]\). Although the emitted electrons did not have a spatial distribution with a sufficient resolution to image the graphene lattice structure, the significant difference in the total amount of electron emission as a function of the impact points of the He\(^+\) beam did

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Impact points \(A-F\) of the He\(^+\) ion. The numbers are the corresponding valence charge (electrons per \(\AA\)), at a height of 8 \(\AA\) from the graphene sheet. (b) The distribution of the valence charge density (lateral axis) plotted along the axis normal to the graphene sheet (vertical axis) for impact points \(A-F\). The plots shown in the panels are averaged parallel to the graphene sheet for snapshots at \(t = 2.9\) fs when the He atom has already crossed the graphene layer and reached a distance of 14 \(\AA\), far from it. The dotted line denotes the graphene sheet, and the dashed-dotted line denotes where the charge density of the emitted electron shows a peak. (c) Contour map of the intensity profile of the secondary emitted electron as a function of the impact points the helium ion, which produces a HIM image. The maximum and minimum values of the contour lines are shown in electrons per angstrom. The values of the contour lines are on a linear scale.
provide an image [Fig. 1(c)]. The use of pseudopotentials introduces some error in describing the emitted electrons impacting on top of the C atoms; however, as we have to take an average over the beam size, this error is minor in the contrast of the HIM images shown here. The 0.25 nm He$^+$ beam generated by the atomic level ion source [1] in the HIM scanning mode is larger than the C-C bond length of graphene (0.142 nm) and is comparable with the diagonal distance of the hexagonal rings in the graphene sheet (0.28 nm). Thus, we conclude that a narrower ion beam [2] is necessary for obtaining an image of the honeycomb lattice image derived from our simulations.

Figure 2(a) shows the calculated time evolution of the electron height distribution at impact point $E$ of Fig. 1(a). The scale of the electron density in this figure starts from zero. Before the collision of He$^+$ with the graphene, no significant charge distribution extended from the graphene or He$^+$. Near the moment of impact ($t \sim 1.45$ fs) the charge distributions of the graphene and He$^+$ appeared to merge at 2.18 fs after the impact, and the electrons showed a spatial distribution away from the graphene sheet and remained apart from the graphene sheet at $t = 2.9$ fs, as displayed in Fig. 1(b).

We now analyze the origin of the electron emission displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. When the charge density around the He atom at $t = 2.9$ fs within a radius of 3 Å was partially integrated, the He nucleus acquired 1.2–1.4 electrons, depending on the impact points [27]. This incomplete neutralization of the He ion after passing the graphene sheet suggests a small secondary electron emission started with the neutralization of the He ion [28]. The secondary electron emission by Auger processes including core-shell electrons giving kinetic energy of the order of hundreds of eV is not considered since that kinetic energy is too high compared to the reported values in HIM [5]. The incomplete neutralization is partly caused by the high speed of the He$^+$ ion, and by the atomic-layer thickness of the graphene sheet. Thus, the interaction time is too short to achieve complete charge transfer. The TDDFT simulation with lower ion speeds [29] showed a larger amount of charge transfer from the graphene sheet [30].

The influence of the charge transfer was examined by performing a hypothetical simulation of He$^0$ colliding with a graphene sheet with a kinetic energy of 30 keV at site $E$. This produced a similar charge distribution to He$^+$. Figure 2(b) shows the time evolution of the charge distribution during the impact of the neutral He atom (He$^0$).

The results are also similar to the He$^+$ impact shown in Fig. 2(a).

During the impact of the He$^+$ ion, the ion’s kinetic energy decreased by around 88 eV, which is a measure of the stopping power due to electron excitation in graphene [24] and in the projectile ion [33].

The high resolution demonstrated by our simulation is still challenging with the current experimental setup, but the similarity of our simulated HIM image with the valence charge profile of graphene [see Fig. 3(a)] allows us to do fast estimations of the experimental HIM images. The smeared image of valence charge density of a graphene edge shown in Fig. 3(b) can show the observed sharpness of the graphene edge [34] consistent with the beam size. We hope the challenge of reaching sub-nm resolution [35] will be achieved soon.

According to our simulation, charge redistribution occurred in the graphene sheet in addition to the impact-induced electron emission in the vacuum region. Figure 3(c).
shows the charge redistribution in the graphene sheet calculated by subtracting the charge density before the $\text{He}^+$ collision ($t = 0$ in the TDDFT-MD simulation) from the charge density at $t = 2.9$ fs with impact point $E$ in Fig. 1(a). Interestingly, the electron accumulation near the impact point implies that when $\text{He}^+$ was passing through the graphene the electrons were attracted to the ion. However, this was not large enough to complete the neutralization. We expect that this charge redistribution will be rapidly neutralized when the graphene sheet is held in place by a conducting material or when an electron flood gun is used [36], and that this neutralization will not structurally damage the graphene. Furthermore, the residual forces on the C atoms at this moment are in the order of 0.01 HR/au which can cause vibrations but will not break the C-C bonds because the heat is dissipated. Thus, we expect that the HIM measurements will be nondestructive [37].

In conclusion, we predict that resolution of HIM could be competitive to HRTEM when highly focused ion beam technology [2] is applied and measuring a lattice image of suspended graphene by HIM is feasible. The first-principles electron-ion dynamics simulation revealed that an image constructed from secondary emitted electrons, which strongly depended on the impact point of the $\text{He}^+$ ion, displays the honeycomb pattern of graphene. Increase of precision of the contour line will be useful for examining future available experimental data with higher resolution. The impact ionization of graphene was predicted to be the mechanism of electron emission from single-layer graphene by comparing of the simulation of the $\text{He}^0$ and the $\text{He}^+$ collisions. Slowing down $\text{He}^+$ may increase the probability of He neutralization, resulting in Auger electron emission, although this would also increase the cross section of the ion-ion interaction and damage the graphene sheet. We expect that the presented mechanism of HIM imaging is not specific but will be applicable for other materials.

Atomic level resolution of suspended graphene has been achieved by scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [38–40]. One advantage of HIM is its nondestructive nature with a low dose of He ions while STM needs high attention in operating the tip to avoid mechanical interaction and subsequent oscillation on the graphene sheet [41]. Both STM and HIM are very sensitive to contamination of the graphene sheet, which influences the valence electronic structure and therefore the corresponding STM and HIM images.
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[10] A vacuum region of over 30 Å caused numerical instability in preserving a self-consistent potential field and the Kohn–Sham orbitals in the TDDFT time evolution.
Further technical details of the calculation: calculations with only a \( \Gamma \) point and three irreducible \( k \)-points, including the \( K \) point, were compared for the 5 \( \times \) 5 unit cell for the momentum-space integration. The \( \Gamma \) only calculation was also performed with a 7 \( \times \) 7 cell. In both cases, the electron emission was similar, thus a 5 \( \times \) 5 cell with a \( \Gamma \) point is sufficient. A plane-wave cutoff energy of 60 Ry was chosen to guarantee good convergence of the electronic wave functions and the Hellmann–Feynman forces with the previous set of parameters. According to high precision calculations, the interactions between the molecules and the graphitic materials are small \[23\] compared to the 30 keV incident kinetic energy of the \( \text{He}^+ \) ion. Therefore, the choice of exchange-correlation functional should not influence the results.

The current simulation was within a time constant of up to 2.9 fs; therefore, the complete emission was not simulated. However, the distribution of the electrons around 8 Å above the graphene sheet strongly suggests the nonboding nature of these electrons, because the self-consistent potential profile reaches to the vacuum level beyond 3 Å above the graphene sheet \[26\].

In TDDFT, the fractional number of an electron on a \text{He} atom can be interpreted as the probability of neutralization, which ranges from 20\% to 40\%, depending on the impact point.

The Auger process should be described by a two-particle representation for electron wave functions; therefore, TDDFT using a single particle representation for the electron wave function requires careful treatment.

The adiabatic exchange-correlation scheme employed in our simulation restricts the electron-electron interaction as elastic. This restriction may cause an artificial Rabi oscillation, which would suppress the complete charge transfer to the \( \text{He}^+ \) ion \[31,32\], although this oscillation is typical in systems with very few electrons.

See Supplemental Material at http://link.aps.org/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.265505 for time evolution of the force field acting on the carbon atom closest to the \( \text{He}^+ \) ion passing through impact point \( E \) in Fig. 1(a). The solid (red) line shows the parallel force in the sheet, and the positive and negative directions are closer to and farther from the impact point, respectively. The dotted (green) curve shows the force field in the normal direction to the graphene sheet, and the positive and negative directions indicate the incoming and outgoing directions of the \( \text{He}^+ \) ion.